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(57) Abstract: The invention provides a streaming client with a streaming presentation of an event, with said presentation being ob
tained by dynamically switching between a plurality of media streams which represent different recordings of the event. For that pur
pose, source data is obtained from a plurality of stream sources. The source data is constituted by content data and/or metadata of

o concurrent portions of the plurality of media streams. By applying a quality assessment function to the source data, a quality score is
assigned to each one of the concurrent portions. This allows selection data to be generated which enables the streaming client to ac -
cess a selected one of the concurrent portions of a respective media stream. For example, a segment may be selected which provides
a highest quality score. By doing so, it is therefore not required anymore for a consumer to manually switch between different media
streams.



ESTABLISHING A STREAMING PRESENTATION OF AN EVENT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to a system and method for providing a streaming client with a

streaming presentation of an event. The invention further relates to a streaming client for use

with the system and method, and to a manifest for the streaming client. The invention further

relates to a computer program product comprising instructions for causing a processor system

to perform the method.

BACKGROUND ART

Recording devices such as digital cameras and mobile phones are ubiquitous

nowadays. Accordingly, an event, such as a concert, game, party, etc, may be simultaneously

recorded by multiple recording devices, thereby obtaining multiple recordings of the same event.

Such multiple recordings may differ in various ways. For example, the recordings may show the

event from different viewing positions. Another example is that the type of recording may differ,

being, e.g., a video recording, a stereoscopic video recording, an audio recording, etc. In

particular, the recordings may differ in quality. For example, the recordings may differ in content

quality, e.g., by having a (un)restricted viewing angle or (un)suitable distance to the event. The

recordings may also differ in recording quality, e.g. , by originating from recording devices with

different technical capabilities, being encoded with different bitrates, etc. Such content quality

and recording quality is henceforth in short referred to as 'quality'.

The different recordings of the event may be made available by means of

streaming. In such a case, the different recordings may be represented by a plurality of media

streams, with the plurality of media streams being accessible from a respective plurality of

stream sources. Examples of media streams include video streams such as camera-recorded

streams, audio streams such as microphone-recorded streams, and multimedia streams

comprising different types of media streams. Accordingly, when using a streaming client having

access to the plurality of media streams, a consumer may manually select a media stream for

rendering, e.g., to switch camera view.

Disadvantageously, manually switching between different media streams is

cumbersome as a consumer typically cannot readily compare the different streams and thus is

unable to readily select a media stream according to his/her preference.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It would be advantageous to obtain a system or method which provides a streaming

client with a streaming presentation of an event while addressing at least one drawback of the

known prior art.

A first aspect of the invention provides a system and method for providing a

streaming client with a streaming presentation of an event, the streaming presentation having



been obtained by dynamically switching between a plurality of media streams which represent

different recordings of the event, the plurality of media streams being accessible from a

respective plurality of stream sources.

The system may comprise:

- an input for obtaining source data from the plurality of stream sources, the

source data being constituted by content data and/or metadata of concurrent portions of the

plurality of media streams, the concurrent portions representing concurrent time periods of the

event;

a processing subsystem configured for:

i) applying at least one quality assessment function to the source data for

assigning a quality score to each one of the concurrent portions, thereby establishing a plurality

of quality scores; and

ii) generating selection data for enabling the streaming client to access a selected

one of the concurrent portions of a respective media stream, the selected portion having been

selected based on a comparison of the plurality of quality scores.

The method may comprise:

obtaining source data from the plurality of stream sources, the source data

being constituted by content data and/or metadata of concurrent portions of the plurality of

media streams, the concurrent portions representing concurrent time periods of the event;

- applying at least one quality assessment function to the source data for

assigning a quality score to each one of the concurrent portions, thereby establishing a plurality

of quality scores; and

generating selection data for enabling the streaming client to access a selected

one of the concurrent portions of a respective media stream, the selected portion having been

selected based on a comparison of the plurality of quality scores.

Another aspect of the invention provides a computer program product comprising

instructions for causing a processing system to perform the method.

Embodiments are defined in the dependent claims.

The above aspects involve a plurality of stream sources. Each of the stream

sources may constitute a streaming source for a different recording of the event. Accordingly,

the stream sources may provide alternative recordings of a same event. The streaming may be

live, thereby coinciding with the event itself.

Source data may be obtained from the plurality of stream sources. The source data

may be constituted by content data, i.e. , representing a part of a video stream, audio stream,

etc. Additionally or alternatively, the source data may be constituted by metadata for the

respective media stream. Such metadata may be indicative of a context of the respective

recording or characterize the recording.

The source data may be associated with concurrent portions of media streams.

Here, the term 'concurrent portions' refers to parts of the respective media streams which

correspond to a common time period of the event. As such, the concurrent portions may



constitute alternative recordings for said period in time. It is noted that the concurrent portions

may be explicitly present in the respective media streams, e.g. , by the media streams being

segmented. However, this does not need to be the case in that the media streams may equally

constitute non-segmented media streams. Also, in the case of segmented media streams, the

segments do not need to be of the same length and/or synchronised. Rather, it may suffice that

the segments overlap in event time and thereby comprise concurrent portions.

A quality assessment function may be applied to the source data. By doing so, a

quality score may be assigned to each of the concurrent portions, and thereby implicitly also to

the respective media stream and stream source. Accordingly, each concurrent portion may be

rated, e.g. , on a quality scale, which may allow a quality comparison between the concurrent

portions. It is noted that such a quality assessment function may assess content quality and/or

recording quality, and in general may involve taking user feedback into account. It is further

noted that such quality assessment functions are known per se from the field of signal analysis.

Moreover, selection data may be generated which may be used to select one of the

concurrent portions. In determining which concurrent portion is to be selected, use may be

made of the plurality of quality scores in that a portion may be selected of which the concurrent

portion has been assigned a highest quality score, or in general, a quality score which is

deemed to be suitable, e.g., by a criterion. Accordingly, the selection data is explicitly or

implicitly indicative of the most suitable concurrent portion, e.g., by comprising a stream

identifier of a stream comprising the concurrent portion, a segment identifier identifying a

segment representing the concurrent portion, a quality score associated with the stream or the

segment, etc.

The above measures provide a system which effectively functions as a proxy, i.e. ,

an intermediary, between a streaming client and a plurality of stream sources in that the system

assesses the quality of concurrent portions of a plurality of media streams and generates

selection data which enables the streaming client to specifically access one of the concurrent

portions of a respective media stream based on a comparison of quality scores. For example,

the selected portion may have been assigned a highest quality score. By assessing the quality

of consecutive ones of such concurrent segments, the selection data enables a streaming client

to consecutively access the segments of those media streams which currently provide a

particular quality. As such, a streaming presentation of the event may be established which

constitutes a dynamic selection of different portions of the plurality of media streams. It is noted

that although it is probably beneficial that the processing subsystem applying the quality

assessment is comprised in or located near the stream sources, or in the network, it is not

precluded that the processing subsystem is comprised in or located near the streaming client.

For example, if there is enough bandwidth available to deliver the relevant streams to the

streaming client, the quality assessment function may be performed in or near the streaming

client, and the following advantages still apply.

An advantage may be that it is not required anymore for a consumer to manually

switch between different media streams. Another advantage may be that the system is well



suited for use in a scenario where the plurality of stream sources constitutes an independent,

unmanaged set of stream sources.

In this respect, it is noted that a paper titled "MoViMash: Online Mobile Video

Mashup" by Saini, Mukesh Kumar, et al., Proceedings of the 20th ACM international conference

on Multimedia. ACM, 201 2 , describes creating a 'mashup' of several video clips. However, this

differs from the present invention since the described framework constitutes an automation of

video editing during post-production, and therefore is unsuitable for being employed in a

streaming context where an aim is to provide a streaming client with a streaming presentation of

an event.

In an embodiment, the streaming client may be provided with a manifest, the

manifest may comprise address information for enabling the streaming client to access the

plurality of stream sources, and wherein:

the system may further comprise a client interface for providing the selection

data to the streaming client; and

- the selection data may be generated by the processing subsystem to enable

the streaming client to select, from the manifest, one of the plurality of stream sources which

provides access to said selected portion.

Within the field of streaming of media streams, it is known to provide a streaming

client with a manifest. The manifest may identify different media streams and their address

information, i.e. , from which stream source the respective media stream may be accessed. In

this embodiment, the streaming client may be provided with a manifest which enables the

streaming client to access the plurality of stream sources, and as such the media streams

provided by said stream sources. By generating the selection data in the claimed manner, the

streaming client may be enabled to identify from the manifest which stream source is to be

accessed in order to obtain the selected portion. An advantage of this embodiment may be that

the streaming client may directly access the selected stream source. Accordingly, it is not

needed for the system to be involved in the delivery of (portions of) media streams. A further

advantage may be that the actual selection may be performed by the streaming client, thereby

enabling the streaming client to take other, e.g. , local, considerations into account. Moreover,

use may be made of existing manifests and their delivery mechanisms. Hence, it may suffice to

only additionally provide the selection data to the streaming client.

In an embodiment, the selection data may comprise at least part of the plurality of

quality scores. Accordingly, the streaming client may be directly provided with quality scores. In

this embodiment, the streaming client may match the quality scores to the respective stream

sources, as identified in the manifest, in order to determine which stream source and thus which

media stream is to be accessed.

In an embodiment, the processing subsystem may be configured for:

i) formatting said quality scores as a metadata stream;

ii) including address information in the manifest for enabling the streaming client to

access the metadata stream .



By formatting the quality scores as a metadata stream and generating the manifest

to include said address information, the quality scores may be delivered to the streaming client

in a similar manner as the media streams themselves, namely in the form of a stream and by

the manifest providing address information to the stream. An advantage of this embodiment

may be that existing delivery mechanisms may be re-used, such as those for the delivery of

metadata streams in MPEG-4 Part 14 . Here, only a new stream identifier may have to be

declared to identify the metadata stream comprising the quality scores. Accordingly, this may

avoid the need for an additional delivery mechanism for delivering the quality scores to

streaming client(s).

In an embodiment, the client interface may be configured for providing the selection

data to the streaming client via a signalling channel. By providing the selection data to the

streaming client via a signalling channel, it is not needed to rely on existing delivery

mechanisms for said delivery. Accordingly, the selection data may be provided to the streaming

client even if the standard used for streaming the plurality of media streams does not explicitly

provide for a delivery mechanism for such selection data to be delivered. For example, when

using MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH), such a signalling channel may

be used to deliver the selection data even if MPEG-DASH does not provide for a suitable

delivery mechanism .

In an embodiment, the selection data may be provided asynchronously from

providing the manifest to the streaming client. By delivering the selection data asynchronously

with the manifest, their delivery is decoupled in time.

In an embodiment, the selection data may further comprise association information

for enabling the streaming client to associate the plurality of quality scores with the plurality of

stream sources. As such, the streaming client may be provided with information which enables

said quality scores to be associated with the plurality of stream sources. Such association

information may be explicit or implicit. An example of the latter may be an ordering of the

plurality of quality scores which matches the ordering of the address information of the stream

sources in the manifest.

In an embodiment, the processing subsystem may be configured for generating a

manifest for the streaming client, the manifest comprising a playlist identifying different portions

of the plurality of media streams for being consecutively accessed from respective ones of the

plurality of stream sources, at least one of the different portions having been selected based on

the selection data. In this embodiment, the system rather than the streaming client performs the

selection of the respective media streams. Rather than delivering the plurality of quality scores

to the streaming client, the system provides a playlist which represents a selection, e.g. , by

consecutively identifying portions which have been assigned a suitable quality score.

Accordingly, the streaming client may obtain a streaming presentation of the event by accessing

the plurality of stream sources in accordance with the playlist.

In an embodiment, the processing subsystem may be configured for updating the

manifest for a new concurrent portion. This embodiment takes into account that during



streaming, it may not be possible to generate a manifest for an entire media stream as the

quality of future, i.e., yet to be streamed, portions may still be unknown. Accordingly, the

manifest may be updated over time.

In an embodiment, the processing subsystem may be configured for, when

generating the selection data, maintaining a previous selection of one of the plurality of media

streams when:

a difference in quality score between a concurrent portion of said previous

media stream and the selected portion is below a quality threshold ; or

a length of the concurrent portion is below a length threshold.

This embodiment takes into account that it may not always be desirable to switch to

another media stream even though its concurrent portion has been assigned a suitable quality

score. Namely, when a length of the concurrent segment or a difference in quality with the

concurrent portion of a previously selected media stream is below a respective threshold, the

disadvantages of such switching may outweigh the advantage in terms of quality. Accordingly, a

previous selection may be maintained.

In an embodiment, the plurality of media streams may comprise one or more

segmented media streams, and the concurrent portions may be constituted at least in part by

concurrent segments of the one or more segmented media streams. Segmented media streams

are constituted by consecutive segments. Such explicitly defined segments provide a natural

granularity for dynamically switching between media streams. Examples of such segmented

media streams include those provided for adaptive bitrate streaming. It may therefore be

convenient to, on a segment-by-segment basis, select those segments which have been

assigned a suitable quality score. Conversely, it may not be needed to additionally segment the

one or more segmented media streams, nor is it needed to use or define a different granularity.

In an embodiment, the system may be configured acting as a proxy between the

streaming client and the plurality of stream sources by:

i) receiving the concurrent portions of the plurality of media streams from the

plurality of stream sources; and

ii) delivering the selected portion to the streaming client.

Accordingly, rather than delivering the selection data to the streaming client, the

system selects and subsequently delivers the selected portion to the streaming client. An

advantage of this embodiment may be that the streaming client may be provided with a media

stream obtained by dynamically switching between media streams, without the streaming client

having to be involved or even aware of such dynamic switching. A further advantage may be

that it is not needed to provide the selection data to the streaming client, thereby avoiding a

need for a delivery mechanism.

In an embodiment, at least one of the plurality of media streams may be received in

non-segmented form, and processing subsystem may be configured for segmenting said media

stream. By segmenting said media stream, a natural granularity is established for dynamically

switching between media streams. It is therefore convenient to, on a segment-by-segment



basis, switch between media streams to obtain those segments which have been assigned a

suitable quality score.

In an embodiment, the selected portion is selected based on the selected portion

having a highest quality score amongst the concurrent portions. A highest quality score may

indicate a highest suitability for being included in the streaming presentation of the event, in that

the one or more quality assessment functions have deemed the selected portion to provide the

highest quality, e.g. , to a consumer.

Another aspect of the invention provides a streaming client for use with the system.

The streaming client may be configured for obtaining a manifest, with the manifest comprising

address information for enabling the streaming client to access the plurality of stream sources.

The streaming client may further comprise:

an input for receiving the selection data from the system; and

a processing subsystem configured for:

i) based on the selection data, selecting from the manifest one of the plurality of

stream sources which provides access to the selected portion; and

ii) accessing the selected portion from said streaming source.

Accordingly, a streaming client is provided which may be configured for obtaining

selection data from the system, e.g. , in the form of quality scores, and for subsequently

performing the selection based on the selection data.

Another aspect of the invention provides a manifest for a streaming client, the

manifest comprising address information for enabling the streaming client to access selection

data as generated by the system. Accordingly, in addition to other information, such as address

information to the plurality of stream sources, the manifest comprises address information to the

selection data. Therefore, a streaming client obtaining the manifest is enabled to access the

selection data.

In summary, the invention may provide a streaming client with a streaming

presentation of an event, with said presentation being obtained by dynamically switching

between a plurality of media streams which represent different recordings of the event. For that

purpose, source data may be obtained from a plurality of stream sources. The source data may

be constituted by content data and/or metadata of concurrent portions of the plurality of media

streams. By applying a quality assessment function to the source data, a quality score may be

assigned to each one of the concurrent portions. This allows selection data to be generated

which may enable the streaming client to access a selected one of the concurrent portions of a

respective media stream. For example, a segment may be selected which provides a highest

quality score. By doing so, it is therefore not required anymore for a consumer to manually

switch between different media streams.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that two or more of the above-

mentioned embodiments, implementations, and/or aspects of the invention may be combined in

any way deemed useful.



Modifications and variations of the method, the computer program product, the

streaming client and/or the manifest, which correspond to the described modifications and

variations of the system, can be carried out by a person skilled in the art on the basis of the

present description.

The invention is defined in the independent claims. Advantageous yet optional

embodiments are defined in the dependent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other aspects of the invention are apparent from and will be elucidated

with reference to the embodiments described hereinafter. In the drawings,

Fig . 1 shows an embodiment of a system according to the invention;

Fig. 2 illustrates segmented media streams obtained by encoding a same recording

at different bitrates, thereby enabling adaptive bitrate streaming;

Fig. 3 illustrates an aspect of the invention in that it shows segmented media

streams constituting different recordings of a same event, with a quality score having been

assigned to each segment of the segmented media streams;

Fig. 4 shows a further embodiment of a system according to the invention, in which

the selection data is formatted as a metadata stream, with the metadata stream being made

accessible to the streaming clients by including address information to the metadata stream in a

manifest for the streaming clients;

Fig. 5 shows a further embodiment of a system according to the invention, in which

the selection data is provided to the streaming client via a signalling channel;

Fig. 6 shows a further embodiment of a system according to the invention, in which

the system acts as a proxy between the streaming client and the stream sources by accessing

the plurality of media streams and delivering a media stream to the streaming client established

from different portions of said media streams;

Fig. 7 shows a further embodiment of a system according to the invention, in which

the system does not deliver the media stream itself but rather delivers a manifest and selection

data to the streaming client;

Fig. 8 shows a feedback mechanism for enabling a consumer to provide feedback

on a quality of a segment, thereby improving the quality assessment;

Fig. 9 shows a method according to the invention; and

Fig. 10 shows a computer program product comprising instructions for causing a

processing system to perform the method.

It should be noted that items which have the same reference numbers in different

Figures, have the same structural features and the same functions, or are the same signals.

Where the function and/or structure of such an item has been explained, there is no necessity

for repeated explanation thereof in the detailed description.



List of reference numerals in Figs. 1 and 4-7:

020 plurality of stream sources;

021 first stream source;

022 second stream source;

031 first segment server;

032 second segment server;

040 source data from the plurality of stream sources;

041 first source data from the first stream source;

042 second source data from the second stream source;

043 selection from the first source data and the second source data;

080 plurality of streaming clients;

081 first streaming client;

100A-E embodiments of a system in accordance with the invention;

120 input;

140A-C embodiments of processing subsystem;

142 selection data;

160 client interface;

162 communication with streaming client(s);

164 communication with streaming client(s) via signalling channel;

170 manifest;

172 description of segments of available media streams;

174 description of metadata stream ;

180 selection data;

300 quality assessment function unit;

3 10 quality score database;

400 transmission of quality scores(s);

4 10 request for manifest/segment;

4 12 transmission of segment/manifest/quality score(s);

4 14 transmission of manifest/quality score(s);

421 communication with first segment server;

422 communication with second segment server;

430 communication with quality score database;

440 reading/writing of manifest;

451 segment request to first segment server; and

452 segment request to second segment server.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Fig. 1 shows an embodiment of the invention in the form of a system 100A. Further

shown is a plurality of stream sources 020 which provide access to a respective plurality of



media streams. Fig. 1 shows the plurality of stream sources 020 in the form of a plurality of

recording devices which comprise audiovisual sensors. Examples of such recording devices

020 include smartphones, compact cameras, professional cameras, smart-watches, smart-

glasses, etc. However, this is not a limitation in that the plurality of stream sources 020 may also

comprise other types of devices or systems, such as streaming servers which by themselves

are unable to record the event but rather enable such recordings to be streamed as media

streams. Another example is a stream buffer which buffers a media stream within a media

distribution network.

The system 100A comprises an input 120 for obtaining source data 040 from the

plurality of stream sources 020. For that purpose, the system 100A may be connected to the

plurality of stream sources 020 via a network (not explicitly shown in Fig. 1) such as a local area

network, a wide area network, and/or the Internet. Fig. 1 shows the source data 040 being

obtained from each of the plurality of stream sources 020, i.e., in the form of separate data from

each of the plurality of stream sources 020. Alternatively, the source data 040 may be obtained

from a subset of the stream sources 020, be obtained indirectly from said stream sources 020,

or be obtained from another source. The source data 040 may be constituted by content data

and/or metadata of at least concurrent portions of the plurality of media streams. For example,

in case of a MPEG-4 Part 14 (MP4)-based media stream, the source data may be constituted

by information embedded by a recording source as a metadata track in a MP4 container. Such

embedding may involve defining a stream identifier for each type of data, e.g., by declaring a

codec fourcc per respective type of data.

The system 100A further comprises a processing subsystem 140A, which may be

constituted by hardware, software or a combination of hardware and software. Such hardware

and/or software may be distributed over several functional units.

The processing subsystem 140A may be configured for, during operation of the

system 100A, applying at least one Quality Assessment Function (QAF) to the source data 040.

For that purpose, the processing subsystem 140A is shown to receive the source data 040 from

the input 120. By applying the one or more quality assessment functions to the source data 040,

a quality score may be assigned to each one of the concurrent portions, thereby establishing a

plurality of quality scores. Here, it is noted that the term 'assigning' refers to each quality score

being associated or associate-able with the respective portion, e.g., by being tagged, stored in

relation to an identifier of the portion, etc. It is noted that the quality score as obtained by the

one or more quality assessment functions may also be referred to as Quality Assessment score

(QA score), with this aspect of the invention being further explained with reference to Figs. 2 , 3

and 8 . Moreover, although not shown in Fig. 1, the quality scores may be (temporarily) stored,

e.g., in an internal or external repository or file.

The processing subsystem 140A may be further configured for, during operation of

the system 100A, generating selection data 142 for enabling the streaming client to access a

selected one of the concurrent portions of a respective media stream, with the selected portion

having been selected based on a comparison of the plurality of quality scores. By doing so, and



in particular by accessing consecutive of such portions, the streaming client is provided with a

streaming presentation of the event. It is noted that such selection data 142 may take various

forms. Fig . 1 shows an optional aspect of the invention, in that the selection data 142 is

provided to the streaming client itself, namely by way of a client interface 160 of the system

100A providing the selection data 142 to a plurality of streaming clients 080 via an exchange of

messages 162. It is noted that this aspect of the invention, as well as alternative forms of the

selection data 142 and delivery to the streaming client, will be further explained with reference

to Figs. 4 to 8 .

It is noted that, in general, streaming clients 080 may comprise TVs, DVB players

and recorders, mobile (smart) phones, cameras, digital radio's, music (MP3) players, PCs,

laptops, tablets, smart-watches, smart-glasses, set-top boxes, media players, car hi-fi

installations, professional audio and video equipment, etc.

It is further noted that the source data 040 may comprise content data in the form of

bitstream data of the respective media stream. Such bitstream data may comprise audiovisual

data, such as encoded video and audio samples. In particular, if the media streams are

segmented media streams, the source data 040 may be constituted by the bitstream data of the

respective segments. To obtain such bitstream data, the system 100A may subscribe to

streaming sessions provided by the plurality of stream sources 020. Additionally or alternatively,

the source data 040 may comprise metadata. The metadata may be generated by the recording

device, and may relate to one or more audiovisual sensors of the recording device, e.g., by

indicating saturation, occlusion, clipping , silence, etc. The metadata may also relate to other

sensors in the device, such as location sensors (e.g . , a Global Positioning System (GPS)

sensor), gyroscopes, accelerometers, etc. Accordingly, the metadata may indicate, e.g., a

location, direction, lateral movement, etc. The metadata may also relate to timing information,

e.g., by indicating timestamps, Network Time Protocol (NTP) information, etc. It is noted that the

metadata may be included in the respective media stream, but may equally be provided in

separation thereof.

Fig. 2 illustrates segmented media streams as known per se from the field of

adaptive bitrate streaming, and in particular the sub-field of HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS).

With HAS, an audiovisual media stream may be offered in different representations of bitrate

and thus quality. For example, a recording may be encoded at 350 kbit s to provide a Low

Quality (LQ) media stream, at 500 kbit/s to provide a Medium Quality (MQ) media stream, and

at 1500 kbit/s to provide a High Quality (HQ) media stream. Each media stream may consist of

a sequence of consecutive segments S 1-S4, which may be independently accessible,

transferable and decode-able. Accordingly, segments from the different media streams may be

inter- and/or exchanged, thereby enabling a streaming client to switch between the different

media stream based on the available bandwidth. This may enable seamless playback, e.g. , by

preventing or reducing buffering, as a streaming client may temporarily switch to a media

stream having a lower quality but requiring a lower transmission bandwidth.



Fig. 3 illustrates segmented media streams constituting different recordings of a

same event. The media streams are labelled 'SRC 1' , 'SRC 2' and 'SRC 3' denoting that the

media streams originate from different stream sources. It is noted that unlike the media streams

of Fig. 2 , the media streams of Fig. 3 each represent different content, e.g. , different audiovisual

recordings. However, the media streams are nevertheless associated by representing different

recordings of a same event. It has been recognized that one or more basic principles employed

in HAS can be used in the present context as well, namely to establish a streaming presentation

which is comprised of segments of different media streams which provide a best experience to a

viewer, e.g. , a consumer. For quantifying the best experience, use may be made of one or more

quality assessment functions. Such quality assessment function(s) may rate each concurrent

segment on a predefined quality scale. In Fig. 3 , the concurrent segments are indicated by a

same subscript (last) numeral, e.g. , S 1 , S2-i and S3-| . The quality scale in Fig. 3 uses four

different quality scores, namely 'Bad', 'Poor', 'Fair' and 'Good'. However, various other kinds of

quality scales are equally conceivable. For example, the quality scale may range from 0 to 1,

where a 1 indicates a highest possible quality and 0 a lowest possible quality. A n alternative

may be a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) quality scale ranging from 1, i.e. , lowest quality, to 5 , i.e. ,

highest quality.

By applying the one or more quality assessment function to the aforementioned

source data, each of the segments may be rated in terms of quality. Such rating may rate one

quality-related aspect of each concurrent segment, but may equally take several quality-related

aspects into account. For example, the quality assessment function may rate content quality,

e.g., by detecting occlusions, steadiness of video, discernability of speech, etc, as well as

recording quality, e.g. , by determining the spatial resolution, frame rate and/or bitrate of each

concurrent segment. Alternatively, different quality assessment functions may be used, with

their quality scores being combined. Having rated each segment, it can be determined which of

the concurrent segments provided a suitable, e.g., highest, quality. In the example of Fig. 3 , this

results in stream 1 providing the highest quality of the concurrent segments S 1 -S3 , S 12-S32

and S 14-S34, and stream 3 providing the highest quality of the concurrent segments S 13- S33.

Accordingly, a streaming presentation may be established comprised of segments S 1 , S 12,

S32, S34 which represents an, on average, higher quality media stream than each individual

media stream SRC 1, SRC 2 and SRC 3 .

The streaming presentation may be established based on the system generating

selection data. This selection data, and delivery to the streaming client, make take various

forms, and will be further explained with reference to Figs. 4 to 8 .

Fig. 4 shows an embodiment of a system 100B according to the invention, in which

the selection data is formatted as a metadata stream. Here and in the following figures, the

client interface is not explicitly shown, instead showing a graphical representation of the data

generated by the processing subsystem 140B and made available to the plurality of streaming

clients 080 via the client interface.



In the embodiment of Fig. 4 , the streaming client(s) 080 are provided with a

manifest 170 which comprises address information 172 for enabling the streaming client(s) to

access the plurality of stream sources 020. Such a manifest 170 may be based on a known type

of manifest. For example, within the context of media streaming based on MPEG-DASH, the

manifest may be based on a Media Presentation Description (MPD) as defined by MPEG-

DASH, which may describe the segments of the available media streams and the addresses of

the respective stream sources 020 from which the segments are accessible. Such addresses

may take any suitable form, including but not limited to a Uniform Resource Locator (URL)

address. For example, the MPD may identify the metadata stream(s) in the following manner

(here, the AdaptationSet information for audio has been omitted for conciseness reasons):

<?xml version="1 .0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<MPD

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/200 1/XMLSchema-instance"

xmlns="urn:mpeg:DASH:schema:MPD:XXXX"

xsi:schemaLocation="urn:mpeg:dash:schema:mpd:201 1 DASH-MPD.xsd"

<BaseURL>http://cdn1 .example. com/</BaseURL>

<BaseURL>http://cdn2. example. com/</BaseURL>

<Period>

<!-- Video - >

<AdaptationSet

id="video"

mimeType="video/mp4"

codecs="avc1 .4D40 1F"

frameRate="30000/1 001 "

segmentAlignment="true"

startWithSAP="1 ">

<BaseURL>video/</BaseURL>

<SegmentTemplate timescale="90000" media="$Bandwidth$/$Time$.mp4v

<SegmentTimeline>

<S t="0" d="1 801 80" r="4327>

</SegmentTimeline>

</SegmentTemplate>

Representation id="v0" width="320" height="240" bandwidth="2500007>

Representation id="v1 " width="640" height="480" bandwidth="5000007>

<Representation id="v2" width="960" height="720" bandwidth="1 0000007>

</AdaptationSet>

<!—AdaptationSet for selection data —>

<AdaptationSet id="quality_scores" codecs="wxyz7>



<BaseURL>video_quality/</BaseURL>

<SegmentTemplate timescale="90000" media="$id$/$Time$.mp4m">

<SegmentTimeline>

<S t="0" d="1 801 80" r="4327>

</SegmentTimeline>

</SegmentTemplate>

<Representation id="quality_scores_vO" bandwidth="1 000"

dependencyld="v07>

Representation id="quality_scores_v 1" bandwidth="1 000"

dependencyld="v 1 >

Representation id="quality_scores_v2" bandwidth="1 000"

dependencyld="v27>

</AdaptationSet>

</Period>

</MPD>

Such a manifest 170 may be provided by the system 100B to the streaming

client(s), e.g. , via an exchange of messages 162, and may include the aforementioned

description 172 of segments of the available media streams. In accordance with the invention,

the processing subsystem 140B may use the manifest 170 to make the selection data

accessible to the streaming client(s), thereby enabling the streaming client(s) to identify one of

the stream sources from the manifest 170 which provides a suitable quality. Such selection data

may take the form of one or more quality scores. The processing subsystem 140B may format

the quality scores as a metadata stream, and generate the manifest 170 to include a description

174 of the metadata stream . Such a description 174 may comprise address information, e.g. , an

URL address, thereby enabling the streaming client to access the metadata stream via the

address.

Fig. 5 shows a further embodiment of a system 100C according to the invention, in

which the selection data 142 is directly provided to the streaming client(s) via a signalling

channel. The signalling channel is shown in Fig. 5 implicitly, namely by an additional exchange

of messages 164 which is separated from the exchange of messages 162 providing the

manifest 170 to the streaming client(s). It is noted that the selection data 142 may be provided

asynchronously, i.e. , without being explicitly synchronized, with the providing of the manifest

170 to the streaming client(s).

As signalling channel, a so-termed streaming control channel may be used, as

described in, e.g. , WO 201 3/09831 7 A 1. Herein, a method is described for enabling network-

initiated control of streaming of segmented content from a delivery node, i.e. , a streaming

source, to at least one streaming client. The method comprises providing the streaming client

with channel set-up information and subsequently establishing at least one streaming control

channel between said client and a control channel server function on the basis of said provided



channel set-up information. Accordingly, the streaming client may receive at least one manifest

file update message via said streaming control channel which may comprise a manifest file or

manifest file location information for locating the manifest file. It will be appreciated that the

therein described streaming control channel and ways of providing manifest information to a

streaming client may be advantageously used in the present context, i.e. , to provide such

information from the system 100C to the streaming client(s). Accordingly, the system 100C may

comprise the control channel server function as described in WO 201 3/09831 7 A 1, and the

streaming client(s) may communicate with the control channel server function of the system

100C via the streaming control channel.

In general, such a signalling channel may be used to notify the streaming client(s)

of availability of a manifest and/or quality scores for streaming. Alternatively or additionally to

said notifying, the signalling channel may also be used to send an (updated) manifest, (updated)

quality scores and/or control information.

It is noted that in the embodiments shown in Figs. 4 and 5 , the streaming client(s)

080 are responsible for, based on the selection data, selecting and subsequently retrieving the

appropriate segments from the stream sources 020. As such, the delivery mechanism for the

appropriate segments follows, i.e., is conceptually analogous to, current HAS approaches,

where the streaming client(s) themselves determine which segments to retrieve based on

bandwidth information in the MPD.

With further reference to Figs. 4 and 5 , it is noted that the manifest 170 may be a

multi-level manifest, i.e. , be constituted by a hierarchy of sub-manifests. Accordingly, the

description 172 of the segments may be provided in a different sub-manifest than the

description 174 of the metadata stream. Such sub-manifests may be transmitted via separate

channels. For example, the sub-manifest comprising the description 174 of the metadata stream

may be transmitted via a signalling channel.

Fig. 6 shows a further embodiment of a system 100D according to the invention, in

which the system acts as a proxy between a streaming client 081 and a plurality of stream

sources 020 by receiving the plurality of media streams and delivering a media stream to the

streaming client established from segments having a suitable quality score. In this example, the

source data 040 obtained from the plurality of streaming sources 020 comprises the segments

of the media streams themselves. For that purpose, the system 100D may subscribe to

streaming sessions provided by the plurality of stream sources 020. The system 100D may

temporarily store the segments on a segment server 031 , i.e. , via a data communication 421 .

Moreover, the system 100D may apply one or more quality assessment functions to the source

data 040 to assign a quality score to each concurrent segment of the respective media streams.

Fig. 6 shows the quality assessment function(s) being implemented by a separate unit, namely

a Quality Assessment Function unit 300, in short QAF unit. However, although shown

separately, the QAF unit may be part of the system 100D. As a result of providing the source

data 040 to the QAF unit 300, quality scores 400 may be obtained . The system 100D may

(temporarily) store the quality scores in a quality score database 310 , i.e. , via a data



communication 430. The system 100D may also access a manifest 170, which may be an

original manifest obtained from the plurality of streaming sources 020 or an (updated) manifest

generated after applying the one or more quality assessment functions to the source data 040. It

is noted that although the manifest 170 is shown externally of the system 100D, the manifest

170 may be stored in an internal storage or memory of the system 100D.

Accordingly, the system 100D is enabled to respond to a request 4 10 for a manifest

from the streaming client 081 , and upon the streaming client 081 receiving the manifest, to a

subsequent request of the streaming client 081 for a segment, namely by transmitting 4 12 the

manifest and the requested segment to the streaming client 081 .

It is noted that in the embodiment of Fig. 6 , it may occur that the different media

streams are misaligned with respect to a timeline of the event, e.g. , by being received non-

synchronously from the stream sources. In such a case, the system may employ inter-stream

synchronization techniques, as known per se from the field of media synchronization, to ensure

temporal alignment of the segments of the different media streams, thereby establishing a

degree of concurrency of the segments. If explicitly segmented streams are being received

which have unequal segment durations, synchronization of the received segments or re-

segmentation may be performed, or some temporal misalignment may be accepted . It is noted

that the alignment may not need to be perfect, e.g. , frame-accurate in case of audiovisual data.

Namely, since the media streams represent different recordings of the event, a certain degree of

temporal misalignment may be allowable, e.g., be acceptable to a consumer. This may result in

a duration of the streaming media presentation which may be longer than the duration of the

event being recorded. It is noted that current adaptive streaming standards such as MPEG-

DASH support temporally aligned segments as well as temporally non-aligned segments.

Fig. 7 shows a further embodiment of a system according to the invention, in which

the system 100E does not deliver the segments of media stream(s) to the streaming client 081

but rather delivers a manifest and selection data to the streaming client 081 , thereby enabling

the streaming client 081 to request the segments from the respective streaming sources. As

such, the embodiment of Fig. 7 is conceptually more similar to those of Figs. 4 and 5 than to the

embodiment of Fig . 6 , in which the system selects and subsequently delivers the selected

segments to the streaming client.

Fig. 7 shows a first streaming source 021 and a second streaming source 022, with

the first streaming source 021 being shown to provide first source data 041 to a first segment

server 031 in the form of segments of a first media stream, and optionally metadata of the first

media stream . The first segment server 031 at least temporarily stores the first source data 041 .

Moreover, the second streaming source 022 is shown to provide second source data 042 to a

second segment server 032 in the form of segments of a second media stream, and optionally

metadata of the second media stream. The system 100E may access the first source data 041

from the first segment server 031 , namely via a first data communication 421 . In addition, the

system 100E may access the second source data 042 from the second segment server 032,



namely via a second data communication 422. Effectively, in this embodiment, the first segment

server 03 1 and second segment server 032 constitute stream sources.

Having obtained a selection of the first source data 041 and the second source data

042, the system 100E may provide such selected source data 043 to a QAF unit 300, which

may apply at least one quality assessment function to the selected source data 043. As a result,

quality scores 400 may be obtained. The system 100E may temporarily store the quality scores

in a quality score database 3 10 , i.e., via a data communication 430. The system 100E may also

access a manifest 170. Accordingly, the system 100E is enabled to respond to a request 4 10 for

a manifest from the streaming client 081 , namely by transmitting 4 14 the manifest and the

quality score(s) to the streaming client 081 . The streaming client 081 is therefore enabled to,

based on the quality scores and the manifest, request a suitable segment from either the first

segment server 031 , i.e. , via a first segment request 451 , or from the second segment server

032, i.e., via a second segment request 452. By doing so, and in particular, by dynamically

switching between both segment servers for consecutive segments, the streaming client 081 is

enabled to obtain a streaming presentation of the event.

Although not shown in Fig. 7 , the system 100E may also deliver a manifest to the

streaming client 081 which already comprises a suitable selection of segments from the

respective streaming sources. For example, within the context of MPEG-DASH, the MPD may

take the form as shown below. Here, the selection is represented by the consecutive periods

identifying different stream sources. Moreover, it is noted that the MPD still enables a

bandwidth-based quality selection per segment.

<?xml version="1 .0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<MPD

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/200 1/XMLSchema-instance"

xmlns="urn:mpeg:dash:schema:mpd:201 1"

xsi:schemaLocation="urn:mpeg:dash:schema:mpd:201 1 DASH-MPD.xsd"

type="static"

>

<!— First period of 30 seconds using media stream of camera 1 —>

<Period id="1 " duration="PT30S">

<BaseURL>http://camera1 .example. com/</BaseURL>

<AdaptationSet

mimeType="video/mp2t"

codecs="avc1 .4D401 F,mp4a"

frameRate="24000/1 001 "

segmentAlignment="true"

subsegmentAlignment="true"



bitstreamSwitching="true"

startWithSAP="2"

subsegmentStartsWithSAP="2">

<ContentComponent contentType="video" id="481 "/>

<ContentComponent contentType="audio" id="482" lang="en"/>

<ContentComponent contentType="audio" id="483" Iang="es7>

<BaseURL>SomeEvent/</BaseURL>

<SegmentTemplate

media="$RepresentationlD$_$Number%05d$.ts"

index="$RepresentationlD$.sidx"

initialization="$RepresentationlD$-init.ts"

bitstreamSwitching="$RepresentationlD$-bssw.ts"

duration="4"/>

<Representation id="1 400kbps" bandwidth="1 540000" width="960"

height="5447>

Representation id="2700kbps" bandwidth="2970000" width="1 280"

height="7207>

</AdaptationSet>

</Period>

<!— Following period of 20 seconds using media stream of camera 2 - >

<Period id="1 " duration="PT20S">

<BaseURL>http://camera2. example. com/</BaseURL>

<AdaptationSet

mimeType="video/mp2t"

codecs="avc1 .4D401 F,mp4a"

frameRate="24000/1 001 "

segmentAlignment="true"

subsegmentAlignment="true"

bitstreamSwitching="true"

startWithSAP="2"

subsegmentStartsWithSAP="2">

<ContentComponent contentType="video" id="481 >

<ContentComponent contentType="audio" id="482" lang="en"/>

<ContentComponent contentType="audio" id="483" lang="es"/>

<BaseURL>SomeEvent/</BaseURL>

<SegmentTemplate

media="$RepresentationlD$_$Number%05d$.ts"

index="$RepresentationlD$.sidx"

initialization="$RepresentationlD$-init.ts"



bitstreamSwitching="$RepresentationlD$-bssw.ts"

duration="4"/>

<Representation id="1 400kbps" bandwidth="1 540000" width="960"

height="544"/>

<Representation id="2700kbps" bandwidth="2970000" width="1 280"

height="7207>

</AdaptationSet>

</Period>

</MPD>

It is noted that a possible disadvantage of a manifest comprising a suitable

selection of segments may be its size, in that the shorter the periods, the more Period elements

that need to be declared, and therefore the larger the size of the manifest.

To prevent the size from becoming too large, a single period may be declared for

each stream source, e.g. , for each camera, while providing additional attributes which define

multiple intervals during which the stream source is to be selected. For example, as a

modification to the MPEG-DASH standard, @startlnterval and ©duration Interval attributes may

be introduced in the Period element in the following way:

<Period id="1 " startlnterval="PT0S,PT40S"

durationlnterval="PT30S,PT30S"">

<BaseURL>http://camera1 .example. com/</BaseURL>

<AdaptationSet

(.. .)

</AdaptationSet>

</Period>

<Period id="2"

startlnterval="PT30S,PT70S"

durationlnterval="PT1 0S,PT30S">

<BaseURL>http://camera2. example. com/</BaseURL>

<AdaptationSet

(.. .)

</AdaptationSet>

</Period>

It is noted that in the above and following examples, various attributes of the

AdapationSet(s) have been omitted for conciseness reasons. The above illustrated modification

involves defining multiple time intervals within a period by specifying multiple start and duration

values in the @startlnterval and ©duration Interval attributes, thereby essentially defining sub-



periods. Such sub-periods share all properties of the period except for representing a different

time interval during which a (different) stream source is to be selected.

Another possibility may be that the use of the SegmentTimeline element which

enables an MPD author to describe discontinuities in the timeline of a Representation within a

Period. As such, there may be one Period and an AdaptationSet declared for each stream

source, and different SegmentTimeline elements may be declared per AdaptationSet to define

the time intervals they cover.

Another possibility is to make use of reference elements. These are typically used

to link to a remote document via xlink (see http://www.w3.org/TR/xlink/), e.g., to populate a MPD

with AdaptationSets contained in an external MPD. This concept may be extended or re-used to

reference local elements, e.g. , in the following manner:

<Period id="1 " start="PTOS" duration="PT30S">

<BaseURL>http://camera1 .example. com/</BaseURL>

<AdaptationSet

( ...)

</AdaptationSet>

</Period>

<Period id="2" xlink:href="#1 " start="PT40S" duration

[Here everything will copied from Period with id= 1]

</Period>

Another possible disadvantage of a manifest comprising a suitable selection of

segments may be that frequent updates of the MPD may be needed in order to limit the end-to-

end delay to an acceptable level. Here, the end-to-end delay is at least in part determined by

the period covered by the MPD in that, when the MPD covers 1 minute of content, the streaming

client using the MPD is at least 1 minute behind the 'live' presentation of the event. Accordingly,

the end-to-end delay may be reduced by limiting the total presentation time of an MPD to an

acceptable length, e.g., 20 seconds or less. To avoid the need for more frequent MPD updates

in case of the MPD covering shorter periods of time, the streaming source may be selected

outside of the MPD so that the MPD authoring is independent from the stream source selection.

For example, it is known to use a template mechanism for generating the name of

the segments in the URL, see, e.g. , the SegmentTemplate element. This concept may be

extended to the BaseURL, e.g. , in the following manner:

<Period id="1 ">

<BaseURL>http://camera1 .example. com/$AdaptationSetlD$/</BaseURL>

<AdaptationSet id="camera1 "

(.. .)



</AdaptationSet>

<AdaptationSet id="camera2"

(.. .)

</AdaptationSet>

</Period>

In this scenario, the streaming client may receive the AdaptationSetld that is

currently recommended, e.g. , provides the most suitable quality, via a signalling channel,

thereby enabling the streaming client to switch between stream sources. In case no value is

given to the streaming client, it may start with an arbitrary value.

Another possibility may be that one Period element may declare all AdaptationSets,

i.e., for all streaming sources. The streaming client may then receive via a signalling channel a

recommendation on which AdaptationSet to select.

It is noted that, in general, the selection data may, in addition to one or more quality

scores, further comprise association information for enabling the streaming client to associate

the quality scores with the plurality of stream sources. Moreover, the processing subsystem may

be configured for, when generating the selection data, maintaining a previous selection of one of

the plurality of media streams when a difference in quality score between a concurrent portion of

said previous media stream and the selected portion is below a quality threshold. As such, a

possible increase in quality score may be determined not to outweigh the disadvantages of

switching to a segment from a different media stream. Similarly, the previous selection may be

maintained when a length of the concurrent portion is below a length threshold.

It is noted that the above embodiments involve segmented media streams.

However, the invention may equally be applied to non-segmented media streams. The

processing subsystem may segment such segmented media streams. Alternatively, the

dynamic switching between media streams may be performed on a different granularity than the

aforementioned segment-by-segment basis. For example, dynamic switching may be performed

at codec level, e.g., by switching streams at the start of a Group-Of-Pictures (GOP) interval,

which start with independently decodable video frames, commonly referred to as l-frames or as

IDR frames in H.264/MPEG-4 AVC .. It is noted that such switching may be performed despite

the media streams being segmented. Accordingly, the switching may be performed within, i.e. ,

during, concurrent segments.

A further optional aspect of the invention concerns the following: in determining

which segment to select, the ingress bandwidth of the streaming source(s) may be taken into

account in addition to the plurality of quality scores. This enables a segment to be selected

which, given an ingress bandwidth of the streaming source(s), provides a suitable quality to the

streaming client. Accordingly, if different streaming sources share a common network

connection, optimal use may be made of the limited capacity of the ingest connection, e.g. , by

assigning a relatively high quality score to a segment which is already streaming to other

streaming client(s). Another advantage may be that the system may use knowledge of the



ingress bandwidth of the streaming source(s) to prevent selecting segments of streaming

source(s) which are unable to stream said segments to streaming clients due to bandwidth

limitations.

Additionally or alternatively, the available bandwidth to the streaming client(s) may

be taken into account when selecting the segment. This optional aspect is based on the

recognition that when a streaming client has limited bandwidth availability and uses adaptive

streaming based, the streaming client will typically switch to a representation with a lower

bitrate, e.g. a low bandwidth and thus low quality media stream. This representation, however,

might be of such low quality that it might not be suited anymore for presentation, i.e., provide a

negative user experience. In a scenario where multiple alternative recordings of an event are

available, it might be the case that different recordings provide different qualities despite having

identical bitrates. This may also hold for relatively low bitrates, e.g. , for a video bitrate of 500

kbit/s. Accordingly, it may be beneficial to select a segment from a different recording of the

event when having to switch to a different media stream due to a reduction in available

bandwidth. For example, a first stream source may provide a first media stream of 500 kbit/s of

which a segment ' 10' has been assigned a quality score of 1 (out of 5). Moreover, a second

stream source may provide a second media stream of also 500 kbit/s of which the segment ' 10'

has been assigned a quality score of 2 (out of 5). When the streaming client, which may be

currently streaming a media stream of 1000 kbit/s, needs to switch to a lower quality following

segment '9', it may select segment ' 10' of the second stream source since this has been

assigned a higher quality score than the corresponding concurrent segment ' 10' of the first

stream source. Thus, in general, the selecting of one of the plurality of stream sources may be

based on a comparison of the plurality of quality scores as well as a comparison between the

available bandwidth of a streaming client and the bitrate of a respective media stream.

It is noted that, in general, the selection data may comprise attributes of the stream

source or recording device, such as location data, orientation data, etc. These attributes may

have been obtained as metadata from the stream source, and may be used by a streaming

client, e.g. , to enable a viewer to perform further personal selections if more than one media

stream is forwarded to the viewer's streaming client.

It is further noted that the quality assessment function may also be incorporated in

the stream sources themselves. Accordingly, the stream sources may perform a quality

assessment and provide the resulting quality scores to the system , e.g. , by adding metadata to

the media streams themselves. Accordingly, the quality assessment may be performed at the

stream source(s) rather than at the system.

Moreover, the stream sources may represent sources of live streams, on-demand

streams or a combination of both. Accordingly, the streaming presentation established by the

system may incorporate segments from such live streams as well as segments from on-demand

streams. This may allow, e.g. , instant replay functionality.

It is further noted that, in general, the invention may be used to establish N different

streaming presentations, e.g. , in the form of N media streams, N different playlists, etc, based



on M different media streams, with N being smaller than M . This may enable the number of

incoming media streams to be reduced.

Fig. 8 illustrates a further optional aspect of the invention, in that it shows a

feedback mechanism for enabling a consumer to provide feedback on a perceived quality,

thereby augmenting the quality assessment function. Here, initial viewers of a (live) streaming

session may provide implicit or explicitly feedback 240 on the perceived quality. For instance, if

an quality assessment has not been performed yet (indicated in Fig . 8 by the segments being

dashed) or if the selection of segments obtained from the quality assessment function is

suboptimal, the feedback 240 can be used to improve the selection. In the example of Fig. 8 ,

this is shown by the user rating segment S 13 as having a bad quality, either explicitly, e.g. , via a

rating mechanism provided by the streaming client, or implicitly, e.g. , by the user temporarily

requesting a different media stream. The system is therefore enabled to learn that segment S 13

has a bad quality. The system may then perform a quality assessment on one or more

alternative segments, e.g., segment S23, thereby rating the segment as 'Fair'. Alternatively, the

system may select the segment S23 without performing a rating. Accordingly, for subsequent

streaming sessions, the system may select the segment S23 instead of the segment S 13 for

being included in the streaming presentation of the event. It will be appreciated that such

feedback may take various other forms and may be used in various ways. For example, the

system may learn from the feedback, e.g., by adapting the quality assessment function or a

weighting between different functions. The system may also use the feedback to override the

quality assessment function. Another example is that the feedback may be used to personalize

the selection.

Fig . 9 shows a method for providing a streaming client with a streaming

presentation of an event. The method 200 may correspond to an operation of a system

according to the invention. However, this is not a limitation in that the method 200 may also be

performed separately, e.g. , on a different system, or in a distributed manner.

The method 200 comprises, in a step titled OBTAIN ING SOURCE DATA",

obtaining 2 10 source data from the plurality of stream sources, the source data being

constituted by content data and/or metadata of concurrent portions of the plurality of media

streams, the concurrent portions representing concurrent time periods of the event. The method

200 further comprises, in a step titled "APPLYING QUALITY ASSESSMENT FUNCTION TO

SOURCE DATA", applying 220 at least one quality assessment function to the source data for

assigning a quality score to each one of the concurrent portions, thereby establishing a plurality

of quality scores. The method 200 further comprises, in a step titled "GENERATING

SELECTION DATA", generating 230 selection data for enabling the streaming client to access a

selected one of the concurrent portions of a respective media stream, the selected portion

having been selected based on a comparison of the plurality of quality scores.

It will be appreciated that a method according to the invention may be implemented

in the form of a computer program which comprises instructions for causing a processor system



to perform the method. The method may also be implemented in dedicated hardware, or as a

combination of the above.

The computer program may be stored in a non-transitory manner on a computer

readable medium. Said non-transitory storing may comprise providing a series of machine

readable physical marks and/or a series of elements having different electrical, e.g., magnetic,

or optical properties or values. Fig . 10 shows a computer program product comprising the

computer readable medium 260 and the computer program 250 stored thereon. Examples of

computer program products include memory devices, optical storage devices, integrated

circuits, servers, online software, etc.

It should be noted that the above-mentioned embodiments illustrate rather than limit

the invention, and that those skilled in the art will be able to design many alternative

embodiments.

In the claims, any reference signs placed between parentheses shall not be

construed as limiting the claim. Use of the verb "comprise" and its conjugations does not

exclude the presence of elements or steps other than those stated in a claim. The article "a" or

"an" preceding an element does not exclude the presence of a plurality of such elements. The

invention may be implemented by means of hardware comprising several distinct elements, and

by means of a suitably programmed computer. In the device claim enumerating several means,

several of these means may be embodied by one and the same item of hardware. The mere

fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different dependent claims does not indicate

that a combination of these measures cannot be used to advantage.



CLAIMS

1. A system for providing a streaming client with a streaming presentation of an

event, the streaming presentation having been obtained by dynamically switching between a

plurality of media streams which represent different recordings of the event, the plurality of

media streams being accessible from a respective plurality of stream sources, and the system

comprising:

an input for obtaining source data from the plurality of stream sources,

the source data being constituted by content data and/or metadata of concurrent portions of the

plurality of media streams, the concurrent portions representing concurrent time periods of the

event;

a processing subsystem configured for:

i) applying at least one quality assessment function to the source data for

assigning a quality score to each one of the concurrent portions, thereby establishing a plurality

of quality scores; and

ii) generating selection data for enabling the streaming client to access a

selected one of the concurrent portions of a respective media stream , the selected portion

having been selected based on a comparison of the plurality of quality scores.

2 . The system according to claim 1, wherein the streaming client is provided with a

manifest, the manifest comprising address information for enabling the streaming client to

access the plurality of stream sources, and wherein:

the system further comprises a client interface for providing the

selection data to the streaming client; and

the selection data is generated by the processing subsystem to enable

the streaming client to select, from the manifest, one of the plurality of stream sources which

provides access to said selected portion.

3 . The system according to claim 2 , wherein the selection data comprises at least

part of the plurality of quality scores.

4 . The system according to claim 3 , wherein the processing subsystem is

configured for:

i) formatting said quality scores as a metadata stream;

ii) including address information in the manifest for enabling the streaming

client to access the metadata stream .



5 . The system according to claim 3 , wherein the client interface is configured for

providing the selection data to the streaming client via a signalling channel.

6 . The system according to any one of claim 3 to 5 , wherein the selection data

further comprises association information for enabling the streaming client to associate said

quality scores with the plurality of stream sources.

7 . The system according to claim 1, wherein the processing subsystem is

configured for generating a manifest for the streaming client, the manifest comprising a playlist

identifying different portions of the plurality of media streams for being consecutively accessed

from respective ones of the plurality of stream sources, at least one of the different portions

having been selected based on the selection data.

8 . The system according to claim 7 , wherein the processing subsystem is

configured for updating the manifest for a new concurrent portion.

9 . The system according to any one of claims 1 to 8 , wherein the processing

subsystem is configured for, when generating the selection data, maintaining a previous

selection of one of the plurality of media streams when:

a difference in quality score between a concurrent portion of said

previous media stream and the selected portion is below a quality threshold; or

a length of the concurrent portion is below a length threshold.

10 . The system according to any one of claims 1 to 9 , wherein the plurality of media

streams comprise one or more segmented media streams, and wherein the concurrent portions

are constituted at least in part by concurrent segments of the one or more segmented media

streams.

11. The system according to any one of claims 1 to 10 , configured for acting as a

proxy between the streaming client and the plurality of stream sources by:

i) receiving the concurrent portions of the plurality of media streams from

the plurality of stream sources; and

ii) delivering the selected portion to the streaming client.

12 . The system according to claim 11, wherein at least one of the plurality of media

streams is received in non-segmented form, and wherein the processing subsystem is

configured for segmenting said media stream.



13 . The system according to any one of claims 1 to 12 , wherein the selected portion

is selected based on the selected portion having a highest quality score amongst the concurrent

portions.

14 . A streaming client for use with the system according to any one of claims 1 to 6 ,

wherein the streaming client is configured for obtaining a manifest, the manifest comprising

address information for enabling the streaming client to access the plurality of stream sources,

the streaming client further comprising:

an input for receiving the selection data from the system; and

- a processing subsystem configured for:

i) based on the selection data, selecting from the manifest one of the

plurality of stream sources which provides access to the selected portion; and

ii) accessing the selected portion from said streaming source.

15 . A manifest for a streaming client, the manifest comprising address information

for enabling the streaming client to access selection data as generated by the system according

to any one of claims 2 to 4 .

16 . A method for providing a streaming client with a streaming presentation of an

event, the streaming presentation having been obtained by dynamically switching between a

plurality of media streams which represent different recordings of the event, the plurality of

media streams being accessible from a respective plurality of stream sources, and the method

comprising:

obtaining source data from the plurality of stream sources, the source

data being constituted by content data and/or metadata of concurrent portions of the plurality of

media streams, the concurrent portions representing concurrent time periods of the event;

applying at least one quality assessment function to the source data for

assigning a quality score to each one of the concurrent portions, thereby establishing a plurality

of quality scores; and

- generating selection data for enabling the streaming client to access a

selected one of the concurrent portions of a respective media stream, the selected portion

having been selected based on a comparison of the plurality of quality scores.

17 . A computer program product comprising instructions for causing a processing

system to perform the method according to claim 16 .
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